Requirements for a Personal Information Technology System
INFORMATION SYSTEM STAKEHOLDERS

♦ Those who fund the system
♦ Those who manage the system
♦ Those who build & maintain the system
♦ Those who operate the system
♦ Those who use the system
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Those Who Fund The System

See The System As

$ \rightarrow \text{INFORMATION SYSTEM} \rightarrow $$$
Those Who Manage The System

See The System As

ALIGNMENT WITH COMPANY OBJECTIVES

INFORMATION SYSTEM

COMPETITIVE POSTURE ENHANCEMENT
Those Who Build The System

See The System As
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Those Who Operate The System

See The System As

INFORMATION SYSTEM

AVAILABILITY

RELIABILITY

CONSISTENCY

COMPLETENESS
Those Who Use The System

See The System As

INPUT

INFORMATION SYSTEM

OUTPUT
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INFORMATION SYSTEM STAKEHOLDERS

THOSE WHO FUND

THOSE WHO MANAGE

THOSE WHO BUILD

THOSE WHO OPERATE

THOSE WHO USE

Hardware, Software.

Data, People
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